TAF

The cylinder featuring the temporary access function

TAF cylinder | Makes your day easier
A mechanical solution that not only takes care of who is able to enter,
but also when someone is authorised. As a result, the TAF cylinder allows
you to grant your domestic support staff, your dog sitters or in-house
service technicians exclusive access – whenever you want and for how
long you want.

Your benefits at a glance
Exclusive access authorisations, e.g. for service staff
Can be (de)activated at any time
Available for ICS double- and thumb turn cylinders
Easy to differentiate key functions thanks to design keys
On the inside the TAF cylinder can be unlocked with all keys

Priority key

Locks in S/I position and can change
the authorisation

Standard key

Locks in S/I positions

Service key

Locks in S position only

Changing authorisation
Use the priority key to switch the
cylinder to the desired position
Service position
Normal position

Permanent access
Children are always able
to unlock the door.

Restricted access
Third parties can lock the
cylinder in S position only.

Technician |
Domestic support staff

Parents

Children

Access + changing authorisation
Parents are granted permanent
access and they can change the
authorisation on the cylinder.

The colour makes the difference
Perfectly identify the three different key functions used in TAF cylinders
thanks to design keys. In our example, the red key can change the
positions in which the key is removed from the lock and – just like the
black key – it provides permanent access, whereas the blue key merely
grants restricted access at certain times. As a result, your day-to-day
activities become child’s play.

Dream team | TAF cylinder and
design key
As if they were made for each other. The new design keys in black, blue
and red in combination with the TAF cylinder. Design keys let you identify
which keys are authorised to open which locks at a glance. Perfect
support to organise your day-to-day activities.
The TAF cylinder is alternatively also available with ICS keys without
coloured key bows.
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